Maggie Tallerman

The following is a list of my recent or current publications which focus on the topic of evolutionary linguistics, the subject matter of SEL3005 Language Origins and Evolution/SEL8003 Evolutionary Linguistics (taught annually):


The following is a list of my recent or current publications which focus on the topic of Celtic linguistics, the subject matter of SEL8203 Advanced Cross-linguistic syntax. The set text for this module is Borsley, Tallerman & Willis (2007) *The Syntax of Welsh*. These publications are also relevant to the subject matter of SEL2084 Introduction to Cross-linguistic syntax (taught annually):


2006. At the interface: selection of the Welsh definite article. *Linguistics* 44. 781–816. [With S.J. Hannahs]


**SEL2084 Introduction to Cross-linguistic syntax**

This module is based on my textbook *Understanding Syntax* (London: Hodder Arnold, 2nd edn. 2005).